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Controlled deprotection and release of a small
molecule from a compartmented synthetic
tissue module
Michael J. Booth 1*, Idil Cazimoglu 1 & Hagan Bayley1

Synthetic tissues built from communicating aqueous droplets offer potential applications in

biotechnology, however, controlled release of their contents has not been achieved. Here we

construct two-droplet synthetic tissue modules that function in an aqueous environment.

One droplet contains a cell-free protein synthesis system and a prodrug-activating enzyme

and the other a small-molecule prodrug analog. When a Zn2+-sensitive protein pore is made

in the first droplet, it allows the prodrug to migrate from the second droplet and become

activated by the enzyme. With Zn2+ in the external medium, the activated molecule is

retained in the module until it is released on-demand by a divalent cation chelator. The

module is constructed in such a manner that one or more, potentially with different prop-

erties, might be incorporated into extended synthetic tissues, including patterned materials

generated by 3D-printing. Such modules will thereby increase the sophistication of synthetic

tissues for applications including controlled multidrug delivery.
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When aqueous droplets are submerged in a lipid-
containing oil, they form lipid monolayers on their
surfaces. When two such droplets are brought together

they form a droplet interface bilayer (DIB)1. These DIBs can
be functionalised with membrane proteins, such as nanopores
and proton pumps2. Networks of these droplets can be
constructed manually2 or automatically using microfluidics3 or
3D-printing4. Droplet networks have been developed into elec-
tronic devices5, chemical6–8 and biochemical reactors2,9–12 and
tissue-mimics4.

To fully utilise the potential applications of droplet networks in
biotechnology, for instance in drug delivery, they must function
in an external aqueous environment. Simple aggregates of aqu-
eous droplets, formed from emulsions, have previously been
prepared and approved for clinical use as slow release drug
delivery vehicles13. Recently, more functionally complex multi-
compartment lipid-bounded structures have been generated that
exist in aqueous media. For example, multisomes, aqueous dro-
plet networks within a lipid-containing oil drop in an external
aqueous environment, have been generated manually14, with
microfluidics15 and by 3D-printing4. Controlled fusion of all the
internal compartments with the external solution has been
demonstrated with temperature- and pH-sensitive lipids4. Mole-
cular and ionic transfer through aqueous-bounded multi-
compartment structures has been demonstrated14–18. Cascades of
different reactions have been enabled by shuttling intermediate
molecules through the multicompartment structures by using
both the membrane pore protein α-hemolysin (αHL) and
membrane-permeant intermediates16. However, as the external
membrane was also permeablized by αHL, the starting materials,
intermediates and products were moving into the external solu-
tion while they were reacting internally.

A vital development would be the ability to controllably per-
meabilize the external membranes, while keeping the internal
membranes permeable. This would allow reactions to occur
internally, before release of the products upon demand. The
difficulty in this originates from the use of pore proteins, such as
αHL, to shuttle molecules across internal membranes; αHL will
insert into both the internal and external membranes, leaving
them both permeable. Heptakis(2,3,6-tri-O-methyl)-β-cyclodex-
trin (TRIMEB) has been added to block αHL and achieve con-
trolled permeabilization of single compartment vesicles19, but
TRIMEB did not completely block leakage. TRIMEB has also
been used with multicompartment structures assembled from
vesicles, to block leakage to the external environment and
therefore allow transfer across between the compartments20. In
this case, transfer was measured over only 10 min, no internal
reactions were performed, and any leakage to the external solu-
tion was not assayed. In addition, these multicompartment
structures are fundamentally different to those used in the present
work, as they have double bilayers between each compartment,
whereas here we have single bilayers.

We have previously generated droplet networks from synthetic
cells (aqueous compartments) that contained an in vitro tran-
scription/translation (IVTT) system. We demonstrated controlled
synthesis of αHL from a light-activated DNA template, which
mediated the movement of ions and small molecules across a
DIB21,22. The release of small molecules from multicompartment
lipid-bounded structures into an external aqueous environment
has also been demonstrated with αHL generated by IVTT23.
However, again, no control over the permeability of the internal
versus the external membrane was achieved.

To achieve the selective permeabilization of the internal
bilayers of a multicompartment structure in aqueous solution,
while keeping the external bilayers impermeable, we utilised a
previously developed divalent cation-sensitive αHL mutant,

αHL-4H24. αHL-4H contains four histidine mutations at residues
123, 125, 133 and 135 on each subunit, forming a divalent cation
binding tetrad at the end of the barrel of the pore. Electrical
recordings on the αHL-4H homoheptamer showed that only
10 μM Zn2+ is required to efficiently block the pore, and that
EDTA reopens it. These conditions are biocompatible, as shown
when the related αHL-H5 was used to selectively permeabilize
mammalian cells25.

Here, we have generated two-droplet synthetic tissue modules
in an aqueous solution, where lipid bilayers separate the internal
compartments, and the compartments and the external envir-
onment. To demonstrate the advantage of the selective permea-
bilization of the internal bilayer of a functional module, while
keeping the external bilayers impermeable, we aimed to perform
an in situ reaction by transferring a reagent from one droplet to
an enzyme in the other droplet. The product would then be
trapped within the module for an extended time, prior to release.
Within the synthetic tissue modules, we compartmentalised DNA
encoding αHL-4H, an IVTT system, and an activating enzyme, β-
galactosidase in one droplet and a galactose-protected fluorogenic
substrate in another, with Zn2+ in the external solution (Fig. 1).
Following protein pore expression and membrane insertion, the
substrate moved into the first droplet, where it was cleaved by the
enzyme. The fluorophore was trapped within the two lipid-
bounded compartments, until the external bilayers were per-
meabilized by activating the externally oriented αHL-4H pores
with a chelating agent. The work demonstrates a fundamental
level of control not previously implemented in multicompartment
structures.

Results
Testing droplet permeability with αHL-4H. The homo-
heptameric αHL-4H protein pore can spontaneously insert into a
lipid bilayer and does not allow ionic current flow in the presence of
10 μM Zn2+ 24. We set out to determine whether the movement of a
small molecule across the DIB of a droplet pair in a lipid-containing
oil could be similarly blocked. We have previously cloned the αHL
gene into the PURExpress control template (CT)21, for IVTT using
the PURExpress system, an E. coli-based cell-free expression kit26.
This αHL construct was mutated by using homologous recombi-
nation to insert four His residues at positions 123, 125, 133 and 135,
to generate αHL-4H. As both His codons have similar rates of usage
in E. coli27, we used both CAT (123 and 125) and CAC (133 and
135). The polymerase chain reaction was then carried out to produce
linear αHL-4H DNA templates for IVTT. After IVTT, we added the
fluorescent glucose derivative 2-[N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-
yl) amino]-2-deoxy-D-glucose (NBDG) to the pre-expressed αHL-
4H, diluting the reaction mix by a half. Droplets (50 nL) of this mix
were produced in a lipid-containing oil, using a pipette, along with
50 nL droplets of either 20 μM ZnCl2 or 5mM EDTA, using a 0.5 μL
syringe. Droplet pairs, partitioned by DIBs, were prepared from
αHL-4H/NBDG droplets with (1) ZnCl2 droplets or (2) EDTA
droplets (Supplementary Fig. 1a–d). Following pore insertion into
the DIB, Zn2+ was expected to block the movement of NBDG into
the neighbouring droplet (Supplementary Fig. 1a, b), while NBDG
would move freely between the two droplets when EDTA was
present (Supplementary Fig. 1c, d). The droplet pairs were incubated
for 4 h and imaged by confocal microscopy. The mean fluorescence
intensity across each of the droplets was calculated (Supplementary
Fig. 1e). As expected, when EDTA was present in the neighbouring
droplet, NBDG passed through the αHL-4H pores and equilibrated
across the two droplets. By contrast, when ZnCl2 was in the
neighbouring droplet, we observed <1% transfer. This demonstrates
that DIBs can be permeabilized with αHL-4H and that the αHL-4H
pore can be blocked by Zn2+.
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Selective bilayer permeabilization between droplets in oil. We
next aimed to demonstrate selective permeabilization by αHL-4H
by expressing the protein within an IVTT droplet in a 3-droplet
chain in lipid-containing oil (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). In
the above experiment (Supplementary Fig. 1) we halved the
concentration of the IVTT mix following expression, which
produced for more stable bilayers. However, little protein was
expressed at this dilution. A vital goal of the three-droplet
experiment experiment (Fig. 2) was to stabilise the DIBs to a
higher concentration of the IVTT system, to maximise the rate of
small molecule transfer, by the expressed αHL-4H. Previously, we
have used 10% PEGylated lipids with 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (DPhPC) to achieve bilayer stability21. How-
ever, under these conditions we observed slow transfer rates, e.g.,
when WT αHL had been expressed for 18 h, the small molecule
dye, TAMRA, remained unequilibrated in a droplet pair. This
most likely arose from a low rate of insertion of the αHL pore into
the membrane due to steric hinderance from the PEGylated head
groups. Therefore, we tested new lipid combinations to obtain
good stability with higher protein insertion rates. When we
diluted the IVTT mix in a droplet to two-thirds of its original
concentration, we found that a mixture of 60:40 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC):DPhPC, in 60:40 sili-
cone oil:hexadecane, achieved a good balance between bilayer
stability (stronger with higher POPC concentration) and small
molecule transfer rates (faster with lower POPC concentration).
POPC was chosen for testing here as it has been regularly used for
vesicle formation. We assume the increase in stability arises from
more favourable lipid packing in the bilayer due to the unsatu-
rated tail, compared to the fully saturated DPhPC tail. This sta-
bility may then decrease pore insertion. This lipid-containing oil
mixture was used in the rest of the experiments detailed here.

We used our three-droplet chains to demonstrate transfer rates
(Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The central droplet D2 of the
three droplet chains, generated in the POPC:DPhPC lipid-
containing oil, contained the IVTT mix and DNA encoding
αHL-4H, so upon expression the pore would insert into the
two DIBs formed by D2 (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2a).
One droplet connected to D2 contained NBDG and EDTA, while
the other contained Zn2+. The two DIBs formed by D2 therefore
mimic the internal and external membranes of a synthetic
tissue module (Fig. 1), where the NBDG and IVTT droplets are
“internal compartments”, and the Zn2+-containing droplet
acts as the “external solution”. Upon αHL-4H expression and
membrane insertion, we expected the NBDG to move into the
IVTT droplet, because the pore is open in the presence of EDTA.
However, NBDG should remain trapped in D1 and D2 and not
move into the third Zn2+-containing droplet D3 (Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Fig. 2a). The 3-droplet chains were prepared from
50 nL droplets and observed with wide-field fluorescence
microscopy. We found that the NBDG equilibrated between D1
and D2 over 6 h (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2b), much faster
than we had previously demonstrated21. This time includes αHL-
4H expression, membrane insertion, and small molecule move-
ment. Over this 6 h period we observed no movement of NBDG
into D3, which contained Zn2+, mimicking the external solution
in the synthetic tissue module design.

We then reformed the 3-droplet chain with D1 and D2, both
again 50 nL, but with a 200 nL Zn2+-containing droplet D3, to
better mimic a large external solution volume. These droplet
chains were examined by confocal microscopy at 0 and 18 h
(Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 3). As expected, we again
observed full equilibration of NBDG between D1 and D2, and
≤1% movement into D3. These experiments demonstrate distinct

Fig. 1 In situ reaction and controlled release from a synthetic tissue module. a We aimed to generate functional modules in an external aqueous
environment, where lipid bilayers separated each internal compartment, and the compartments and the external environment. b Image of a module
suspended on a Teflon-coated silver wire in an external aqueous solution. The lipid-containing oil drop contains two aqueous droplets, with or without the
fluorescent glucose derivative NBDG. The droplets have formed bilayers with each other (top view) and the external solution (side view). Teflon-coated
silver wires, 76 μm in diameter. c In this work we aimed to encapsulate DNA encoding a divalent cation-sensitive protein pore (αHL-4H), an IVTT system,
and an activating enzyme, β-galactosidase (β-Gal) within one droplet and a protected substrate molecule in the other. Pore expression would initiate
transfer of the reagent into the β-Gal-containing droplet. The use of the αHL-4H pore would permeabilize the internal bilayer, while keeping the external
bilayers impermeable, because the pores in them would be blocked by external Zn2+ ions. This selective bilayer permeabilization would trap the reagents
and the products of the enzyme cleavage within the synthetic tissue module. d The external bilayers could then be permeabilized by using a chelating agent
(EDTA), allowing product release into the external aqueous environment.
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bilayer permeability differences between two DIBs formed by the
same droplet.

Selective bilayer permeabilization in synthetic tissue modules.
The majority of work on droplet networks has been carried out in
a surrounding oil solution, as performed in the previous sections
(Fig. 2). Following these experiments, we aimed to demonstrate
the use of αHL-4H in multisome-based synthetic tissue modules,
aqueous droplets in a lipid-containing oil drop surrounded by an
aqueous environment. To do this we produced two-droplet
modules manually by suspending the lipid-containing oil drop on
a silver wire loop within a custom-made chamber14. We used a
Teflon-coated silver wire, which adhered to the less dense oil
droplet. The oil droplet easily fell off non-coated wires. Chambers
were filled with 1 mL of external solution containing 20 μM
ZnCl2. A lipid-containing oil drop (~1 μL) was suspended on the
wire in the centre of the chamber. Two 50 nL droplets were first
incubated in lipid-containing oil for at least 20 min, and then
pipetted into the lipid-containing oil drop, where bilayers formed
between the two droplets and between each droplet and the
external solution (Fig. 1b).

We generated synthetic tissue modules (Fig. 3) based on the
pilot studies (Fig. 2). Two different droplets were produced, one
containing the IVTT mix and DNA encoding αHL-4H and the
other NBDG and EDTA. These were incubated in a lipid-
containing oil, then transferred into an oil drop suspended in an
external aqueous Zn2+ solution. Following bilayer formation, a
synthetic tissue module was formed (Fig. 3a, d, e). Upon αHL-4H
pore formation, we expected the NBDG to move into the IVTT
droplet, but remain trapped with the module due to the external
Zn2+ (Fig. 3b). Only following the addition of EDTA to the
external solution would the trapped NBDG be released (Fig. 3c).
The two-droplet modules were incubated for 18 h. With bright
field imaging, we observed the equilibration of the NBDG
between the two internal compartments (Fig. 3d, e). Following
this, either extra buffer (Fig. 3d) or 500 μM EDTA (final
concentration) (Fig. 3e) was added to the external solution and
the modules were incubated for an additional 6 h. Bright field
imaging showed that no change occurred after buffer addition.
However, when EDTA was added, NBDG release from the IVTT
droplet was observed. It was expected that the NBDG would be

released from the IVTT droplet, because this droplet was the only
one with pores that directly accessed the external solution. These
experiments were also carried out without any DNA (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). As expected, bright field imaging demonstrated
no NBDG transfer or release under these conditions, as no pore
protein was expressed.

In addition to bright field imaging, 100 μL of the external
solution was removed from each module’s chamber at 18 h, and
after the further 6 h following the addition of buffer or EDTA.
The fluorescence of these 100 μL aliquots was measured and
converted to nM NBDG by using a calibration curve (Fig. 3f).
With no DNA present, release was below the limit of detection
(LOD) of the assay, which was 15 nM. As 3 mM NBDG was held
within the original 50 nL droplet, 100% release into the 1 mL
external solution would give 150 nM NBDG; therefore, the LOD
was equivalent to 10% release. When DNA was present in the
IVTT droplet of the module, after 18 h no significant difference in
released NBDG was observed by comparison with the no DNA
controls. Following the addition of EDTA to the external solution
and incubation for a further 6 h, the release of NBDG was
detected (55 ± 3%). However, when only extra buffer was added,
we saw no significant increase in NBDG detected, which
remained below the LOD. This demonstrated the efficient
trapping of NBDG within the αHL-4H-expressing synthetic
tissue module over extended periods of time in the presence of
external Zn2+, and the ability to selectively permeabilize the
external membrane, and release the internal contents, by the
addition of EDTA. Due to instability of the bilayers, prolonged
incubation of synthetic tissue modules to observe the full release
of trapped molecules was not possible.

In-situ substrate turnover and controlled release from a syn-
thetic tissue module. An advantage of multicompartment
structures over single compartments is the ability to separate a
reagent and an activator and subsequently effect activation by
mixing of the compartments’ contents. Following the successful
demonstration of on-demand permeabilization of the external
membrane of a two-compartment lipid-bounded structure, we
sought to activate a reagent within αHL-4H synthetic tissue
modules and then trigger the release of the product (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2 Testing selective DIB permeabilization by αHL-4H between droplets in oil. a Three droplets were prepared in a lipid-containing oil, containing a
fluorescent glucose derivative NBDG (D1), DNA encoding αHL-4H and the IVTT system (D2), and ZnCl2 (D3). By connecting D1 and D3 to either side of
D2, droplet interface bilayers were formed. b Measurement of the fluorescence intensity across the droplet chain during expression of αHL-4H
demonstrates insertion of the protein into the bilayers and the transfer of NBDG into D2, but not into D3 (n= 4). c Droplet chains were left for 18 h and still
no transfer to D3 was observed (n= 4). Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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To achieve this, we used the well-studied β-galactosidase
(β-Gal) enzyme28. This is a medically-relevant activating enzyme;
many pro-drugs have been generated that contain glucose or
galactose protecting groups29. We generated modules that
contained two droplets, an IVTT droplet with the IVTT mix
and DNA encoding αHL-4H and a droplet containing 3-
carboxyumbelliferyl β-D-galactopyranoside (CUG) (Fig. 4a).
CUG is a non-fluorescent small molecule that is converted into
the fluorescent 7-hydroxycoumarin-3-carboxylic acid (HCCa) by
β-Gal (Fig. 4b). Therefore, in our modules, we expected that,
upon expression and insertion of αHL-4H into the internal and
external membranes, CUG would equilibrate into the IVTT
droplet containing β-Gal, but remain trapped in the internal
compartments due to presence of Zn2+ in the external solution.
This would allow in situ activation to occur and the product
would also remain trapped in the functional module (Fig. 4c).

These two-droplet synthetic tissue modules were formed, along
with controls without DNA or without β-Gal. A 100 μL sample of
the external solution was removed from each module chamber at
18 h, and after a further 6 h following the addition of extra buffer
or EDTA. The concentration of HCCa in the external solution
was measured by fluorescence spectroscopy (Fig. 4d). As 25 mM
CUG was held within the original 50 nL droplet, 100% enzymatic
activation and 50% release (as expected from Fig. 3) into the 1 mL
external solution would give 625 nM HCCa. Without DNA, no
fluorescence in the external solution was detected after 18 h or
after the addition of EDTA and a further 6 h. Without β-Gal,
<0.5% HCCa was detected at 18 h, and 1.2% HCCa was detected
after the addition of EDTA and further 6 h incubation. This was
likely due to a low background fluorescence signal from CUG
and/or a small amount of uncatalyzed hydrolysis to HCCa over
the course of the experiment. When both DNA and β-Gal were

present, a small increase in fluorescence was observed after 18 h
(1.8% of the original CUG). Following the addition of EDTA to
the external solution and incubation for a further 6 h, a large
increase in fluorescence was detected (19 ± 3% of the original
CUG, giving a 38% reaction yield assuming 50% release). This
indicated that the in-situ reaction had occurred and had trapped
the product within the module until controlled release was
initiated. When buffer alone was added to these modules at 18 h,
no significant increase in fluorescence output was observed after a
further 6 h, indicating prolonged trapping of the product within
the synthetic tissue module.

Discussion
We have demonstrated the ability to carry out enzymatic sub-
strate conversions within multicompartment lipid-bounded
structures, and trap the contents internally with Zn2+, and
then, using a chelator, release the trapped molecules on-demand
into the external aqueous solution. It remains to be seen whether
multicompartment structures with divalent cation-sensitive αHL
pores will function in the presence of living cells, however, the
pores themselves function under physiological conditions25. One
major advantage of multicompartment structures is the ability to
separate incompatible components into different compartments.
As many small molecules inhibit IVTT, this separation allows the
use of very high concentrations of any payload molecules. For
example, in the present work, mM concentrations of small
molecules were held separately from the functional IVTT droplet.
This allowed us to detect the release of a molecule from a single
nL-sized multicompartment structure in 1 mL of external solu-
tion. In the future, this will give high local delivery concentrations
during drug delivery. The separation will also allow use of

Fig. 3 Controlled release of small molecules from a synthetic tissue module. a Two-droplet modules, in which one droplet contained DNA encoding αHL-
4H and the IVTT system, and the second NBDG, were generated in an aqueous solution containing ZnCl2. b The αHL-4H protein pore was expressed and
inserted into both internal and external membranes. The open internal pores allowed the movement of NBDG into the IVTT droplet. The presence of
external Zn2+ blocked the pores in the external membrane and trapped the NBDG within the module. c Addition of the chelator (EDTA) to the external
solution mediated the release of NBDG into the external solution. d, e Images of synthetic tissue modules as described in (a). Following transfer and
trapping of the NBDG for 18 h, the NBDG can either remain trapped (d) or be released with EDTA (e). Teflon-coated silver wires, 76 μm in diameter.
f Quantification of NBDG in the external solution of functional modules containing αHL-4H DNA or no DNA, with or without the addition of EDTA after 18 h
(n≥ 4 in each condition). NBDG was released only when DNA was present and EDTA added after 18 h of incubation. Error bars represent one standard
deviation.
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reagents that would otherwise inhibit IVTT, such as DNA
intercalators or protein binders.

Current functional lipid-bounded multicompartment struc-
tures, including ours, suffer from instability to fusion. Previously,
simple two-compartment structures have been generated with
~80% yield and a 60-min lifetime30 and structures containing
IVTT machinery with 12% yield (lifetime not given)31. We have
improved upon this to allow ~50–60% survival after 24 h, with
minimal handling. However, stability issues have limited the
scope of our current work. For instance, prolonged incubation of
synthetic tissue modules to observe the full release of trapped
molecules was not possible. Current research is working towards
increasing the stability, including the use of hydrogel coatings32

and the production of smaller structures by using 3D-printing4

and microfluidics23. However, a higher number of smaller con-
structs would be required to release the same payload as the larger
structures described here. More engineering work is required to
fully realise the potential of these multicompartment structures,
especially with regards to their use with living cells. As the
functionality developed here is based around the protein pore,
and not the specific type of multicompartment structure or its
method of formation, we envisage its application more widely for
multicompartment structures.

The technology we have developed here, to controllably release
trapped contents from multicompartment structures under bio-
compatible conditions, is an important step towards developing
smart lipid-bilayer bounded devices for use in drug delivery and
sensing applications. Our αHL-4H functional modules could also
be incorporated into larger synthetic tissues to control internal
reactions.

Methods
DNA sequences. All DNA was purchased from Sigma.

Cloning an αHL-4H gene into the PURExpress Control Template. The αHL-4H
gene was constructed in the PURExpress CT by using homologous recombina-
tion33, starting from the previously cloned αHL gene21. Primers (Table 1) were
designed that overlap the desired region of mutation (4H FRW and 4H REV) and
the end of the gene (CT-HL FRW and CT-HL REV). The αHL plasmid was
digested with BamHI to form a linear fragment before polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) amplifications.

Two PCRs were carried out for homologous recombination, with Phusion high-
fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB) master mix: (1) 4H FRW+ CT-HL REV and (2)
4H REV and CT-HL FRW. PCRs were made according to the manufacturer’s
protocol in a total of 10 μL with 2.5 μL of each primer (10 μM stock) and 1.5 ng of
digested plasmid as template. The following thermal cycle was performed for both
PCRs: 98 °C for 30 s, 35× (98 °C for 10 s, 55 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 90 s), 72 °C
for 5 min.

PCR products were not purified before homologous recombination. XL-10 Gold
competent Escherichia coli cells (NEB) were thawed on ice for 30 min. A 2 μL of
PCR product 1 and 0.5 μL of PCR product 2 were added to 40 μL cells, and the
mixture was held on ice for an additional 30 min. The cells were then heat shocked
for 30 s at 42 °C, then held on ice for 2 min, and plated on LB Agar plates
containing ampicillin (100 μg/mL). Colonies were grown in LB containing
ampicillin (100 μg/mL) and the plasmids purified with Thermo GeneJet Plasmid
Miniprep kits. Sequences were verified with Sanger sequencing (Source BioScience)
using the primers CT Seq FRW and CT Seq REV (Table 1).

PCR of αHL-4H to generate linear PURExpress template. The linear DNA
template was constructed by PCR, using primers CT FRW and CT REV (Table 1)
and the αHL-4H plasmid digested with HindIII, with Phusion high-fidelity DNA
polymerase (NEB) master mix. PCRs were made according to the manufacturer’s
protocol in a total of 50 μL with 5 μL of each primer (10 μM) and 1 ng of digested
plasmid. The following thermal cycle was performed: 98 °C for 30 s, 35× (98 °C for
10 s, 55 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 45 s), 72 °C for 10 min.

Fig. 4 In situ activation and controlled release from a synthetic tissue module. a Two-droplet modules, in which one droplet contains DNA encoding
αHL-4H, the IVTT system, and β-galactosidase (β-Gal) and the second 3-carboxyumbelliferyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (CUG), were generated in an aqueous
solution containing ZnCl2. Following αHL-4H expression and internal transfer of CUG, the β-Gal cleaved the CUG to form 7-hydroxycoumarin-3-carboxylic
acid (HCCa). b β-Gal produces the fluorescent HCCa from the non-fluorescent CUG. c, d Quantification of HCCa from the external solution of modules
with or without αHL-4H DNA or β-Gal (n≥ 4 in each condition). HCCa was released only when both DNA and β-Gal were present and EDTA added after
18 h of incubation. Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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The PCR products were purified with Thermo GeneJet PCR kits and the DNA
precipitated overnight at −80 °C by the addition of sodium acetate (1/10 volume,
3M) followed by ethanol (3 volumes). A DNA pellet was recovered by centrifugation
at 16,000 rcf for 30min and washed twice with ice-cold 80% v/v ethanol. The DNA
pellet was then dried in a Speed Vac Concentrator (Savant), and resuspended in
10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0.

PURExpress IVTT in bulk. IVTT for protein expression was performed with the
PURExpress In Vitro Protein Synthesis kit (NEB, E6800) according to the man-
ufacturer’s protocol with the addition of Murine RNAse Inhibitor (NEB, MB0314).
DNA was added to a final concentration of 5 ng/μL. Final reaction volumes were
5 μL. The reactions were held at 37 °C for 3 h.

PURExpress IVTT in droplets and synthetic tissue modules. IVTT for droplet
experiments was performed with the PURExpress In Vitro Protein Synthesis kit
(NEB, E6800) with the addition of Murine RNAse Inhibitor (NEB, MB0314). DNA
was added to a final concentration of 10 ng/μL. These reactions were prepared in a
volume of 2.5 μL, which was then diluted with water to a final volume of 3.75 μL.
When using β-Gal (E. coli, Sigma), the enzyme was added to a final concentration
of 2 U/mL. Reactions were held on ice until droplets were generated.

Fluorescence microscopy. A Leica SP5 instrument was used for confocal fluor-
escence microscopy, with a 514 nm laser. A Leica DMi8 instrument was used for
wide-field fluorescence microscopy, with a green fluorescent protein filter cube. All
fluorescence images were analysed by using Fiji (ImageJ). Any brightness or
contrast changes made to the images were the same within any image set.

Preparation of lipids. Lipid films comprising a 60% molar fraction of POPC
(Avanti) with DPhPC (Avanti, 4ME 16:0 PC) were prepared, dried overnight in a
desiccator, and stored under N2 at −80 °C. Lipid films were suspended, on the day
of each experiment, in 60:40 silicone:hexadecane, at a total concentration of 1 mM
and sonicated in a sonication bath for 25 min prior to use.

Droplet formation. Droplets (50 or 200 nL) were formed as previously described21

in the lipid-containing oil within poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) wells, by
using a 0.5 μL syringe (Hamilton, 7000.5 KH) or a 10 μL pipette with a gel loading
tip (for all PURExpress droplets). When using the pipette, ~1 μL droplets were
initially made and then drawn into a new gel loading tip using the capillary force.
The new tip was then immersed back into the lipid-containing oil solution and a
finger pressed against the opposite end of the tip until a small amount of the
solution protruded from the end. This droplet was separated from the pipette tip by
bringing the tip out of the solution.

When using pre-expressed αHL-4H (Supplementary Fig. 2), the reactions were
diluted by half with an NBDG solution (final concentration of 250 μM). The
neighbouring droplets contained MES buffer pH 6.5 (50 mM), NaCl (267 mM) and
either EDTA (5 mM) or ZnCl2 (20 μM).

PURExpress reactions for droplets or synthetic tissue modules were used as
prepared. The neighbouring droplets contained PURExpress solution A (1/3.75
dilution), NaCl (130 mM), and different combinations of EDTA (5 mM in all
experiments apart from 2mM in Fig. 4), ZnCl2 (20 μM), NBDG (250 μM, Fig. 2;
3 mM, Fig. 3) and/or CUG (25 mM) as stated in the text.

Synthetic tissue module formation. Chambers were formed by gluing (Araldite
2-part epoxy) the bottom section of a plastic cuvette (Fisher) to a glass cuvette.
Then a 2–3 cm long Teflon-coated silver wire (A-M Systems, diameter 0.003″ bare
and 0.0055″ coated) was glued to the edge. After overnight drying, the wire was
bent into a loop, which was located in the centre of the chamber. The chambers
were washed with water and ethanol, and left to dry in air prior to use.

A 1 mL solution of MES pH 6.5 (50 mM), NaCl (267 mM) and ZnCl2 (20 μM)
was added to each chamber. Lipid-containing oil drops (~1 μL) were added to the
Teflon-coated silver wires, zapped with an anti-static gun, and left to form a
monolayer for 10 min. Droplets formed in a separate PMMA well containing the

lipid in oil (incubated for at least 20 min), were then added to the oil drop with a
pipette and left for 5 min to form bilayers. The modules were held at 25 °C.

Aliquots of 100 μLs were taken from the external solution for analysis at
time points indicated in the text. Of these aliquots, 95 μL were analysed by a
Tecan Infinite M1000 Pro fluorescence plate reader. An excitation wavelength
of 465 nm and emission wavelength of 540 nm were used for NBDG, and an
excitation wavelength of 360 nm and emission wavelength of 450 nm were used
for HCCa. Then in total 100 μL of buffer (MES and NaCl only) or EDTA (MES,
NaCl and 5 mM EDTA—500 μM final concentration) was added back into the
chambers.

Data availability
The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of this study are available within
the article and its supplementary information files. Additional data related to this study
can be obtained from the corresponding authors upon request.
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